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 Clothmaking
clothiers such as John Winchcombe,1 the famous ' Jack
of Newbury ', and the Springs of Lavenham,2 employers
of labour on a scale which soon swamped the small
independent clothworkers, and drew them into a position
of dependence.
Skill and industry in the cloth trade had always been
assured of a good return, and when combined with
enterprise had often led to wealth ; but there have in
all times and all places been men who would try the
short cut to fortune through fraud ; and the openings
for fraud in the cloth trade were particularly numerous.
* Certayne townes in England . . . were wonte to make
theyre clothes of certayne bredth and length and to sette
theyre scales' to the same; while they kept the rate
trulye strangers dyd but looke over the seale and receyvc
theyre wares, wherebye these townes had greate vente
of theyre clothes and consequently prospered verye wclle.
Afterwards some in those townes, not content with
reasonable gaynes but contyntually desyrynge more,
devysed clothes of lesse length, bredthe and goodnes
thanne they were wonte to be, and yet by the comenda-
cioun of the seale to have as myche monye for the same
as they had before for good clothes. And for a tyme
they gate rnyche and so abused the credythe of theyr
predecessoufs to theyre singulere lukere, whiche was
recompensede with the losse of theyre posterytye. For
these clothes were founde fawltye for alle theyre seale,
they were not onelye never the better trustede but
myche lesse for theyre seale, yea although theyre clothes
were well made. For whanne theyr untruth and falshed
was espyede than no manne wolde buye theyre clothes
untylle they were enforsede and unfoldede, regardynge
nothynge the seale/ 3
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